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The prime objective of the research carried out under the Agen-

cy research contract No. 1613PR2/RB, entitled "Slow Neutron Scat-

tering Investigation of Anisotropic Liquids" has been in gaining,

by the methods of scattering of cold neutrons, additional and

new information regarding the dynamical properties of liquid

crystalline molecules in their nematic phase. As a main objective

it has been determined to be the investigation of the role which

the molecular tails exhibit and their contribution to the pro-

perties of the nematic phase.

(

Previous neutron scattering experiments on the dynamics of mo-

lecules in their smectic B and nematic phases have .indicated

that tails (in those cases of rather short lengths) do not af-

fect the spectra on a considerable way.

In view of the fact that neither the molecules with Jong tails

have been studied,nor a systematic study of a.dynamical tails

contribution to the spectra has been made, we have deem it

worthwile to attack the problem by investigating a homologous

series of compounds with wide different tail lengths. The com-

pounds chosen were 4 members of a homologous series of a chole-



steryl esters: cholesteryl propionate (CHgCHjCOOCj-H^r), cho-

lesteryl myristate (CH-CCH,)- jCOOCj-H^r), chol, nonanoate

(CH3(CH2)5COO27H1+5), and chol laurate (CHg(CH2)8Hl|5).

As conceived at the start of the project, the four compounds

would have been studied as a function of temperature in an orien-

ted and unoriented mesomorphic state. In order to explain the

results obtained, we were able to use to a large extent, it tur-

ned out, the models which were for this purpose developed by us.

During the course of the investigation we had encountered diffi-

culties in a sense, that cholesteryl laurate turned out to be an

unstable compound, which did not survive the temperature cycling

from T * 1U0 °C down to room temperature. This was neccessary

data at one specific temperature had been (odue to the low in-

tensity of the neutrons) taken over a period of few weeks, while

the experiment was never running more then 3 days per week. In

addition, the second difficulty we had excountered was in

observation that spectra obtained on unoriented and magnetically

oriented specimens (in a field of 1200 gauss) were, within the

experimental error, identical.

Evidently the magnetic field was too low and as we had no facil-

lities to increase the field, this part of the objectives have

not been met. All the results reported were therefore obtained

on an unoriented samples.

At the very begining of the research carried out under the pro-

ject above, a question which was yet unanswered was the expla-

nation of the origin of one of the two peaks observed by the

neutron diffraction on the completely deuterated sample of PAA

in nematic phase. Our attack of this problem has resulted in

two publications:

1. In "Contribution of the Correlations of the Director

Fluctuations to the Neutron Diffraction in Nematic Phase",

Phys. Letters, £7A, 239 (1976), it is shown that the ori-

gin of the second yet unexplained coherent diffraction peak



arises as a combination of the excluded volume effect of the

centers of gravity of adjacent molecules, and the anisotropy

of the atomic scattering centers in PAA molecule on which contri-

butions duo to correlations of the nematic director fluctuations

are superimposed, and in

2. In ""n Coherent Neutron Diffraction in Nematic Liguid

Crystals", Phys. Start. Solidi (b), £8, 25 (1978), a com-

plet" theory of coherent neutron diffraction in the above

phase is presented. A hypothesis has been put forward on account

of which t.liat part of spontaneous distortions of nematic phase

which affect the spectra and result in correlations in space of

intermoleuular orientations may be associated with the two di-

stinct opt. i.c soft modes of a diffusion tvpe.

Recognizing that the effect of correlations in space of the pre-

ferred molecular axes, can be in the case of incoherent neutron

scattering neglected, our attention has been turned to various

dynamical models which were used for the interpretation of the

experimental results obtained by the neutron scattering method

on liquid crystalline samples. In general, the models take into

account the diffusional motion of a molecule (as a whole entity) on

which rotational motion of jump rotational diffusional type is

superimposed. Always the rotation was a full 360° degree rotation

if an axis was prescribed. Now, based an steric consideration we

thought it equally likely the body, known to be rigid excutinp;

the motion which we termed random torsional oscillations along

the long molecular axes. This model has been tested on our mea-

surements of cholesteryl propionate, and the result reported

at ETAN meeting the report beeing published in the proceedings,

3. "Quazi-elastic Neutron Line Broadening in Nematic Liquid

Crystals" XXIII meeting ETAN, Maribor, 11.-15. June 1079

p. IV-241.

where the incoherent scattering function for a case of simple

translation and randon torsional oscillations of an amplitude

6 of perfectly ordered molecules in nematic phase has been



calculacted. The model of a random torsional motion of a rigid

central body of a molecule is built on the assumption that

each proton in the molecule suffers a large number of equal

angular displacements between two perfectly reflecting barriers

at ± $ . The computations were tested on the spectra obatained

an the sample of cholesteryl pripionate liquid crystal at

T = 100 °C. It was found that the observed line width broadening

could be explained in terms of the above model.

The comparison of the full-width at half maximum of the measured

spectra aii'l the theoretical scattering law results, however, in

a considerable loss of information which are furnished by the

shape of Hie wings of the quasielastic peak and the sharpnes of

its centrai portion. It is precise the tail dynamics, which

mostly affect that partion of the spectra and for this reason
a detail"'! study of t n e '̂ hape of the quasielastic line for the four

members of the homologous cholesteryl esters b a d been u n d e r_

taken. Th« results are encompassed in

4. "Cold Neutron Scattering Investigation of Cholesteryl Pro-

pionate, Hyristate and Nonanoate", prepared for publication in

Phys. Stat. Solidi (b). In this work a detail study of the

quasielastic line shape of scattered neutrons has been made. The

theoretical scattering function has been calculated on the basis

of rigid central part of the molecule executing random torsional

oscillations with simultaneous molecular center of mass simple

translational diffusion on which either one of the two distinct

models of tail dymamics is superimposed. In the first case the

tails were assumed to be elongated and performing rotational

diffussion around their summtry axis. In the second case a freely

rotating spherical top model for tails motion has been assumed.

The length of tails enter into calculations as a parameter either

through the number of tail protons to be taken into account or

through the moment of inertia around the symmetry axis, re-

spectively. Theoretical calculations yeald distict, difference

in the line shape, which when folded with the spectrometer

resolution function become much less so. In this respect,



unfortunaltely, it is not possible to distinguish with certainty

the validity of one model over the another one in view of the

fact that the measured spectra are, within the experimental

error as far as the shape of wings are concerned, broadly simi-

lar to one another, even for all three widely different tails

length used in our study. In order to experimentally distinguish

the characteristic tail contribution in the time of flight

experiment of our resolution, it seems the only method to yield

results would be in deuteration of the central part of the

liquid crystalline molecules. However, this might not be fear ab-

le at present.

In conclusion, we could state that the main objective of the

proposed research, due to inadequate resolution of available

equipment has been only partially met, nevertheless it is a

pleasure to state that findings made in the course of this in-

vestigations are of equal importance. We had pointed out the

existance of correlations in sypace of the preferred molecular

orientations and associate them with optic diffusive soft modes

in nematic phase and for the first time a model of molecular

rotational motion which is limited to an angular interval of

2 6 is put forward. This model is presently studied in detail

and compared to other models which have appeared in literature.

It is hoped that this study will result in separate publi-

cation! ,

We acknowledge with thanks the financial support offered by the

Agency in the course of there investigations; in particular

we appreciate very much the equipment supplied, without which the

measurements would be considerably more dificult to perform as

well as time consuming.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The broadening of the incident central line of the incoherent

time of flight neutron scattering spectra obtained on the meso-

morphic phases of various liquid crystals, is usually inter-

preted on the basis of the translational and rotational diffu-

sion effects of a single molecule /I,2/. For these, variouE

models have been proposed, most often the models of simple

translational diffusion and one or another type of simple or

jump rotational molecular diffusion, respectively. The later is

characterised by the fact that irrespective of the detailed ro-

tational mechanism, the molecule rotates through 360 °C along

its long axis.

In this respect one in particular distinguishes two models

both describing the uniaxial moLecular rotation either in terms

of rotational diffusion of the scattering nucleus characterized

by the rotational diffusion contant, D , or alternatively a

kinematic model for uniaxial rotational jump diffusion of a

scatterer characterized by the numbar of sites N which are

equally spaced on the circle of the rotation. Each of these two

models has been successfully employed in analysing quesi-elastic

neutron scattering spectra obtained on samples of smectic A, B,

and'C phases /3,>+/, and in conjuction with the simple transla-

tional diffusion model of the molecular center of mass also on

nematic liquid crystals /5,6/. It is interesting that in one

case the nematic phase neutron scattering data were fitted on

the basis of uniaxial jumps diffusion model alone, what would

indicate that the translational broadening (for given instrumen-

tation resolution) would be in this case negligible
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It is well known that the molecules forming liquid crystalline

materials are generally flat, consisting of the rigid central

part (made of benzene rings) and more or less flexible alkyl

chains which, it seems, do not contribute on an essential way

to the liquid crystalline properties respectively.

Focusing ourself to the nematic phases we hereby propose a

different model of molecular rotational motion along its long

axis. Observing that the above phase is characterized by posi-

tional disorder but also by the. longe range orientational order

of the generally flat molecules, it is rather evident that for

full 360 degree rotation of the simultaneously translating mo-

lecules, a set of particular conditions are to be met if the

above model in fact describes the true molecular behaviour on

the microscopic scale. On the physical grounds we expect that

it is at least equally likely the molecule performs hindered

(jumps) random torsional oscillations of amplitude $ along

their long body axis. The mai« hidrance to rotation arises from

contacts between the protons on the bezene rings (steric hin-

drance), so that thermally fluctuating torques tend to turn

the molecules in such a way that the proton on the bezene ring

is constrained to move on an arc which spans an angle of 2<*

and lies in the (molecular) xy plane, assuming that the molecu-

lar body axis remains fixed.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: firstly we wish to

establish the possibility of torsional molecular oscillations

in liquid crystals on the basis of a simple model for rotational

dynamics which should be contrasted to the one currently

utilised, and secondly to obtain some quantitative results
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regarding relative magnitude (as well as the shape of the scat-

tering functions) of the scattering law arising from the main

part of the molecule and its chains. In this respect, two dif-

ferent models 01 chain dynamics are utilised, uniaxial rotation

and free rotation spherical top model. We expect the true be-

haviour of chain motion to fit somewhere within these two extreme

models. Although the neutron scattering experiments on normal

and partially deuterated (chains only) samples of liquid cry-

stals /4,6/ have established only the minor contribution of

chains to the scattering spectra, that part when trying to fit

the data with the model refering to the central part of the

molecule only, should be nevertheless (if only in a course way)

included.

2. THEORETICAL OUTLINE

I Random torsional oscillations of a rigid molecular body.

The model of random torsional oscillations of flat rigid mole-

cule may be easily approached extending the discussion of the

problem of the random walk with reflecting barrier 111 to the

above. A proton suffers displacements of equal lengths on an

arc of the circle of radius d,1 thei length of the step being

suitably measured in terms of an angle «Vt which the radius spans

during the single step. The proton displacements are confined

within an interval of an arc of length d«2$ since at ±# we

impose a perfect reflecting barries in the sense that whenever

proton arrives at the positions specfied by either $ or - ̂

it has a probability unity of retracing its step, fig. 1. Than

«•.*..„> . _ + e 4Rt
+ e

4Rt (1)

represents the probability density that the proton starting at

the origin, is at the time t, after large number of steps, found



if the perfectin an angular interval between <f> and

reftecting barries at * and -6 are imposed. R represents "tor-

sional" diffusion constants It is evident that W($,t,<f> ) satisfies

the following symmetry relations:

= W(*,t; -4

3 w i

Intensity of the incoherently scattered neutrons is proportional

to the incoherent part of the molecular scattering function

(Q,u), which for the case of a single proton is given by /8/,

i n c
1

" 77 ( 2 )

where I (Q,w) is the (time) Courier transform of the inter-
S

mediate scattering function,

(Q,t) = ( 3 )

Here Q represents the neutron momentum transfer, hQ = h(k-k >

.2 k^ +
and hd)=h(s— - w—•) is the energy transfer to the sample, r(0),
_̂. t. m £• in

r(t) are the position vectors of a proton in time 0 and t,

respectively, and <•••> denotes an ensamble. average.

Writing

r = RQ + r ' (H)

where R is the molecular center of mass position vector and r'

the proton position vector as measured from the center of mass,

assuming that translational and rotational motions are uncor-

related, eq. /3/ reduces to
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CQ,t> = (5)

where the summation goes over j,all the protons in the molecule.

Translational diffusion in nematic liquid crystals has already

been considered /9/4 but in order to facilitate the computations

we will approximate that the intermediate scattering function

for the molecular center of mass translational motion is (in

the Gaussian approximation) given by /9,10/,

h trans. «*•»> =
(0) iQR (t)

°

where D is an average molecular translational diffusion constant

We define the laboratory coordinate system in such a way that

z-axis is parallel with the uniaxial direction of the sample

(to which the molecular body axis is also parallel), and

<d(t)> defines the, say, direction of x-laboratory axis, where

cf(t) is the projection of r'(t) o.n the x,y plane. In the sce-

matic drawing on Fig. 1, the direction of vector dt(t) defines

the x'-axis of the body coordinate frame. Then d*(t) "oscillates"

around x-axis with an amplitude iji . In this coordinate system

^ is described by polar angles é and V. For the reason od simp-

licity the molecules are taken to be perfectly ordered (i.e.

S=l), in this respect we neglected the temperature effect which

enters the derivation through the variation of preferred mole-

cular orientation as governed by order parmater S.

Thus, one has

s tor.body x> =<

where $ is the instantaneous orientation,of, d, projection at

the proton position vector, with respect to the laboratory

x-axis (i.e. direction of <3(t)>).
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Due to the uniaxial symmetry of the nematic phase, averaging
over the angle V is straightforward. Then, eq. (2) reads,

O - « - i j

-Q2Dt
:; $o) d+dt (8)

where W($,i:j$ ) is given by eq. (1). After some lengthy calcu-

lations , one obtains the expression for the incoherent part of

the scattering function to be,

S?nQ(Q,u) = sine)[L(O)«ch(n<tlc) cosfi)

• sin(iià sine) - H(0)«sh(n<)> cos6)«cos(n$ sin6)) +

k=l
J?(Q d sine) (L(k).U+(k) - H(k) V+(k) -

- H(-k)«v"(k) - (9)

where, J , is the cylindrical Bessel function, and

_ n»sin6«cos6 + (k+flsin6)'cos5
- —= a ; R

a «cos fi + (k+fisinfi)

—x x R*

a «cos 6+(k+Slsin6)

= 2ch(fi1ji cos6)«sin((k±nsin6)«(|)

+ e
cos6 -d$ cosS

° sin((5K±3ftsin«)<j. ) - e ° sin((3k±«sin6)i(! )
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V±(k) = 2sh(nij,ocosâ)«cos((k±nsin6)<!>o) -

-3n$ cosfi —£1* cos*
- e ° cos((5k±3fisin6)«(>o) + e cos ((3k±flsinfi)<|>o)

(10)

and

Q = ft" 1 / 2 ( - 2 + (Q2D)2)1/-

ctg(26) = Q2D/|wi

(10a)

(10b)

Therefore S. (Q,ut), the incoherent scattering function for the

rigid flat central molecular body, depends on the four parame-

ters: R, D, d, and 6 . Of course as written, the eqs. (9), is

valid for a one proton only. It is evident that in the derivation

an infinitely thin central body has been tacitly assumed. This

stipulation is not really neosssary, it has been adhered to due

to unknown molecular structure of each of the samples studied.

Should this be known the generalization of eq. (4) is straight-

forward .

Since the assumed thin rigid central part of the molecule con-

sist of n1 protons the expression for S. (Q,w), eq. /9/, should

be summed over n. values of the projections of r on the xy

plane i.t. the values d. We ,should remark that by the nature

of our averaging process one could define a local single mole-

cule order parameter P»(cos«(i) with respect to the x-axis in

analogy with the well known nematic phase order parameter, S,

which reflects the average values of a function of molecular

long axes orientation with respect to the director.

II. Motion of the alkyl chains

Intermediate scattering function for all protons in the molecu-

le to be evaluated is given by eq. /5/
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«
i.CQ.t) = is transl.<Q>t)(is tor.body<Q,t> • iB tails<Q,t))

Here,

Xs tails1 },t) = I <c
v=l

(o) i$2
e

(11)

where p denotes the number of protons in the tail, r is now

the position vector from the origin of the x " , y'', z", system

(since the z' axis is orientafcionally stationary) taken at the

point A (Fig. 1) where t*il meets the central, rigid part of

the molecule. The z " axis of the system is taken to be the

symmetry axes of the (extended) tail. Eq. (11) follows if one

assumes uncoupled motion and in addition the adiabatic approxi-

mation to be valid, i.e. tail motion is much faster than the

diffusion of the molecule as a whole.

a) uniaxial free rotation diffusion of the molecular tails

If (O,8,Y) denote a set of Eulerian angles which rotate the

laboratory system into the x " , y", z " tail system, employing

the well known relations

i1JJ1(Qr>Z
m

(12)

(13)

where Y. and Y, denote the pherical harmonics of the order 1

evaluated in the laboratory and tail coordinate system respecti- ;-

vely, and D ,(o,B,y) is the Wigner's rotational matrix, j^(Qr)

is the spherical Bessel function of order 1 and in view of the

molecules being isotropicaly oriented

<Ylm(6,¥) Y (.,,)> = « l t S6 m > m,
s in
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on can easily obtain,

-i$r\(0) i§r,
<e >= (15)

m

Hence, the dynamics of the motion is given by the repression

which will now be evaluated. Let the proton execute rotational
diffusion on a circle along the fixed tail symmetry axis. If
PCyt/y 0) represents the conditional probability that the angu-
JLar position of the proton will be described by y in time t
providing it was y at time t =0 than,

, < Dmm" ( t ) Dmm" ( 0 ) > = ÏÏ ,t/yo,0)

(17)

where

(18)

represents the probability density that Euler angles will be at

fi and no+dn at time t =0, and it is assumed that all initial

orientations accur equally likely. The conditional probability

density has been calculated by Favro /ll/, and is given by

P(Y,t/Yo,0> =
-Et

(19)
n=-<»
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n = h (20)

En =

and Dn is the diffusion constant for rotation about the (fixed)

uniaxial, i.e. z*', axis.

Evaluating the Eq. (17) and taking a time Fourier transform one

arrives at the axpression for the scattering functions for the

molecular tail, which is:

1 .2 m2DR+Q2D

1=1 m=-l

(/dmo(B)sinBd0)2} (21)

In deriving eq. (21) the averaging over isotropic dis+.:- tution

in space of tail's uniaxial axes, z " , has been perfoi.u. J.

In the equation above

(m'-m)!
(22)

is the (real) matrix element of the rotational matrix D ,̂ (a

and 2F. is the hypergeometric function. The following is valid:

Vm' m*m
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m*m
(23)

We have evaluated the first few matrix elements and they are

given below.

s i n B

+l 0(S> = *TT sin(2B) (24)

2

Obviously contribution of the terms d+1 «(B) vanish when evalua-

ting the expression (21),

b) freely rotating spherical*top model

In this case results obtained by Sears /12/ can be -immediately

quoted. As shown in réf. /12/, the intermediate scattering

function,eq. (11),reads,

h tail"»**» • I Ii2
1(Qrv)(21+DF1(t) (25 )

where Fj(t) is the rotational relaxation function for a freely

rotating spherical top,

(26)I
F l ( t ) s 2TT I

LkTt
—)

and I is the moment of inertia, k is Boltzaman constant and T

the temperature. The incoherent scattering function for the mo-

del above reads,
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•2.«"> -h l {h (^^777 • î
V-o,21

2 • ï j?(Qr) E f (1 " 4-(<qV-o,2
+

1=1 L Y ç=l <• Ç kT

,QV-U, 2)J

2

ç^kT

(27)

The effect of the rot tional diffusion of a spherical top has

been treated by Topler I hi and will net be given here.

Equations (9) summing over all body protons and either (21) or

(27) respectively, represent "Che molecular scattering function

which will be now compared to the measured data.

3.'EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The cold neutron scattering experiment has been performed in the

cholesteric phase of Cholesteryl Propionate, Nonanoate and Myri-

state samples also spectra as a function of temperature for each

of the sample above have been obtained.. The transition tempera-

tures of the three members of the homologous series of choleste-

ryl Esters of Saturated Aliphatic Acids are:

Cholesteryl propionate: CH_CH_C00Co7H.lC

solid - 97.2 C - cholesteric phase - 113.0 C - isotropic

Cholesteryl nonanoate: CH3(CH2)yCOOC27H45

solid - 77.8 °C - chol. - 91.7 °C - isotropic

Cholesteryl myristate: CH3(CH2)12COOC27H
45

solid - 70.5 °C - nematic Â - 77.8 °C - chol. - 83.2 UC - isotropic
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The sample was placed into a rectengular container of such

thickness that transmission was about 85 %. The temperature was

measured t*j ±1 C. The attempt to orient the sample was due to

the inadequate strenght of the available external magnetic

field, insuccessful, therefore the spectra were obtained on an

unorianted sample.

The quasi-uiastic broadening of the Be-filtered neutron beam

has been measured with the time of flight spectrometer control-

led by on CDC 1700 computer at TRIGA Mark II reactor in Ljublja-

na. Aliquid methane cold neutron source in the tengential

channel is used. The data obtained were corrected for (1) back-

ground scattering the detection efficiency of the
(3) sample nolder scattering, and (•+) absorption.

He counters,

t. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The scattering cross section is measured as a function of the

time of flight, T, of the scattered neutrons, which is propor-

tional to the molecular incoherent scattering law,

inc
nn,

where

i. s i n c ( Q,.,
X

(28)

or (29)

m is the neutron mass T and T are the time of flight of the in-

cident (T = 1020 jjs/m for X = 1.03 A) and scattered neutrons

and t, is the bound incoherent proton cross-section (T. = 79.7

barns). As the incident neutrons are not strictly monoenergetic,

S f Q » " ) » eq. (2 9) should be resolution broadened



Sino<Q,»> -
-Eo

Sinc — § ) e 2T' du» (30)

(we have tnken the instrumental resolution function being

Gaussian, the FWHMs0.35 eV) and this broadened incoherent scat-

tering law in conjuction with the eq. (28) has been used as a

basis for comparison with the corrected experimental spectra. The

data are arbitrarily normalised relative to unity and the para-

meters wer» varied to give the best fit.

The choise of compounds was dictated by the fact that in order

to test th':>. model the least interference from the complexities

arising dwi to tail dynamics is desired. However, to obtain

neverheles.-? some quantitative indications of tail contributions,

the chain .Length should be varied. In this respect one would

hope to obtain also additional insight into the role the tails

might have in terms of liquid ̂crystalline properties an example

of which in the well known even-odd effect (13,14).

The low frequency Stokes Raman spectra on Ch. Propionate and

Nonanoate (15) obtained in their solid state, were observed to

be almost identical, which was interpreted as the low frequency

bands being most likely associated with intermolecular vibra-

tions dependent on the cholesteryl part of the molecules (which

are, of course, the same).

In the X-ray diffraction studies on the solid crystalline phases

of Choi. Myristate (and Stéarate) (15), the approximate shapes

and dimensions of the two molecules are reported; for instance

the cholested part of the ch. miristate being about 18 A in

lenght, the width ranging from about 5.6 A to 7.6 A and the

thickness from about ^.8 to 5.6 A. The ester-tail lenght (this

part seems go be fully extended in the mesophases) is reported

to be 19.4 A and the width t.4 A, respectively.
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The neutron scattering spectra obtained in the mesomorphic

states (T=-JO8 °C for Ch. Prop., T=86 °C for Ch. Nonan. , and

T=81 °C fox Ch. Miri.) are within the experimental error identi-

cal. In favt the temperature variation within' this phase did not

affect the spectra in any noticable way. This shows that the

scattering is predominantly arisaing from the cholesterol part

of the molecules and also points out on the insufficiently

high spectrometer resolution for resolving the small changes in

spectra expected as a function of temperature. On fig. 2, a

représentative neutron spectra obtained in the cholesteric

phase of Cliolesteryl Myristate, simultaneously with the theo-

retical predictions (resolution broadened) is presented. The

agreement i-; rather good and it turns out is almost independed

on the moci'ils of molecular chain motion. On fig. 3 the cenfral

molecular part scattering law (isotropicaly averaged) is shown

as a function of "energy" transfer, u. It is resolution broade-
10 -1ned since ior the quoted values of parameters, i.e. R=8.5xlO s ,

D=5xlO cm /s, d=3 A, and $ ^-2° the FWHIM of the scattering

law is evon for the largest value of Q in present experiment

only 72 iJcV, much too narrow to be resolved in our conditions.

The valuer, of the parameters quoted are only approximate in the

sense that there exist other also physically acceptable values

which would give nearly similar fit. This is so due to the

broadening effect, of course.

On fig. 4 the resolution broadened alkyl-tail scattering laws

S (Q,u), and S (Q,u>), are presented which are, when compared

to fig. 3, almost for an order of magnitude smaller than the lat-

ter (it should be multiplied by 45, a cholesterol part number

of protons). The tail scattering functions were calculated

assuming elongated chain conssisting of 24 protons tetrahedraly

arranged in consecutive order along the tail symmetry axis. As

the alkyl-chain contribution to the total incoherent scattering

law is small, the variations of parameters either DD or I, do

not have any appreciable effect on calculated time of flight

spectra, fig. 2.
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Current studies of liquid crystal molecular dynamics by neutron

scattering investigation methods /tf,6,17,18/ base their analysis

in separation of broadened incident neutron line into narrow

elastic and a broader quasi-elastic parts. With Q increasing

the opeak value of the former decreases, the corresponding in-

crease in width is associated with translational diffusion of

the molecules, however the peak value of the latter increases

and so much more the width the behaviour which is assigned to

some kind ef molecular rotational diffusion. Each of the lines

are usually described in terms of Lorentzian curve.

Our model does not allows for such a convennient description

although exibitis similar behaviour to the above. The narrow

line, S(Q,ro), with increasing Q decreases, however at fixed

Q, increasing the translational diffusion constant D results

in slight increase of line width but larger decrease of its •

peak value. Similar behaviour but with marked width increase,

exibits variation of the parameter <(> , amplitude of the random

torsional oscillations. The peak amplitude, however increases

with R decreasing, all the other parameters being fixed.

The model of random torsional oscillations has the rotational

and translational motion incorporated in a way which are not

simply separable yet the FWHM of the scatteting law is propor-

tional to Q , as was established in our preliminary study /19/.

This points out the complex way the molecular dynamics is ref-

lected in not only the line width but more important in the

shape of broadened incident neutron.line itself. Although our

model in the limit 0.5 A <Q<2.5 A can explain general featu-

res observed by the cold neutron scattering investigation method

on mesomorphic state of certain cholesteric liquid crystals, due

to relatively poor resolution of the spectrometer it is not pos-

sible to claim definitely that the rotation in question is in-

dead random torsional oscillations of the molecules along their

long axes; for that a similar but high resolution experiment is

required.
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TEXT TO THE FIGURES

Random torsional oscillation jnodel of a rigid (plane)

molecular body along its long axis between two poten-

tial barriers at è and -* . The body x', y', z' cor-

diuate frames in time t=0 coincides with the labora-

tory x, y, z system, r' is the proton P positon vector

as measured from the molecular center of mass. The

orientation of the scattering vector Q is specified by

polar angles e and ¥ in the laboratory frame. The alkyl-

chain couples to the body at point A and the axis z "

is taken to be the symmetry axis of a molecular tail.

Measured cold neutron time of flight spectra obtained

on an unoriented sample of Cholesteryl Myristate in

the cholesteric phase at T=35t °K. Spectra are norma-

lized relative to lO.^Full line represents the fit

obtained on the basis of random torsional oscillations

model described in the text and the simple translati-

onal diffusion of the liquid crystalline molecules for

=12tne following values of parameters: <|> =12
—7 9 in .1

D=5xlO ' cnT/s , R=8,5xlO±u s ,

: <|> = 1 2 ,

I O 1 1 s x

O

d=3A,
The fit is

insensitive to the type of the alkyl-chain rotational

motion model described in the text.

Resolution broadened orientâtionally averaged one pro-
Q

ton incoherent scattering function, S. (Q,w), calcula-

ted on the basis of simple translational diffusion and

random torsional oscillations of the cholesterol part

of the molecule along i t s long axis, The value of the
O _.y n

parameters are: $o=12 , d=3A, D=5xlO~ cm vs.

R=8,5xlO10 s"1.
Resolution broadened, orientationally averaged

alkyl-chain incoherent scattering functions,

S (Q,w) and S (Q,u>) assuming uniaxial free rotational
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diffusion of molecular tail (full line) and freely

rotating spherical top model (dashed) respectively.
-7 2 11 —1

The parameters are: D=SxlO cm /s, Dn=10 s and
-46 2 II

1=7,8x10 kg m . S (Q,w) exibits two satellites

symmetricaly placed with respect to the central line

at each value of momentum transfère, Q. Their peak

value of sn(Q,(») = 3,69xl0"13 s is at u) = ±38,5xlO1:l s"1

for the lowest Q and correspondingly decreases with

increasing Q. The sattelits, due to large spread in

w, are not shewn on the figure.
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